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ProteinProtein

String of amino acidsString of amino acids

20 types amino acids 20 types amino acids –– symbols symbols 
( log2(20)=4.32 bps )( log2(20)=4.32 bps )

Protein sequence Protein sequence –– the entire collection of the entire collection of 

all the proteins in an organismall the proteins in an organism
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Compressing Protein SequencesCompressing Protein Sequences



Why interest?Why interest?

Exponential growth of biological Exponential growth of biological 

sequences sequences ��

Efficient storage and data transportEfficient storage and data transport

Compression is a means for analyzing Compression is a means for analyzing 

protein sequencesprotein sequences



Why difficult?Why difficult?

Difficult to modelDifficult to model

Due to the apparent randomness of Due to the apparent randomness of 

symbols, model derived for proteins is symbols, model derived for proteins is 

different from models derived for text.different from models derived for text.

Classical compression methods Classical compression methods ––

expansion.expansion.

““Protein is incompressibleProtein is incompressible””
---- NevillNevill--Manning C.G & Manning C.G & WittenWitten I.H.I.H.

The IEEE Data Compression Conference, 257The IEEE Data Compression Conference, 257-- 299, 1999299, 1999



In studying the SCP statistics of genomic In studying the SCP statistics of genomic 

sequences, the authors bumped unto an sequences, the authors bumped unto an 

unusual observation: unusual observation: 

an unprecedented redundancy in protein an unprecedented redundancy in protein 

sequences sequences –– long range correlationlong range correlation



Sorted Common Prefix (SCP)Sorted Common Prefix (SCP)

Using the relationship between the BWT and Using the relationship between the BWT and 
the suffix tree, we can obtain all the sorted the suffix tree, we can obtain all the sorted 
suffixes of an input sequence in linear time.suffixes of an input sequence in linear time.

A table of sorted suffixesA table of sorted suffixes

Example: Sequence S = Example: Sequence S = ““BRATATBATBRATATBAT…”…”
IndexIndex Sorted Suffixes                                          Sorted Sorted Suffixes                                          Sorted Common PrefixCommon Prefix

11 SS1   = ATATBATSS1   = ATATBAT…… AT  AT  

22 SS2   = ATBATSS2   = ATBAT…… �� AT   AT   

33 SS3   = ATSS3   = AT…… ATAT

44 SS4   = BATSS4   = BAT…….                                           B.                                           B

55 SS5   = BRATATBATSS5   = BRATATBAT…… BB

…… …… ……

ithith SSiSSi

jthjth SSjSSj



Result of Sorted Common Prefix Result of Sorted Common Prefix 

(SCP)(SCP)

KmaxKmax –– the maximum common prefix for a given sequencethe maximum common prefix for a given sequence



LongLong--Range CorrelationRange Correlation

Unusually high values of Unusually high values of KmaxKmax

Long range of separation between the Long range of separation between the 

repeats (common prefix)repeats (common prefix)

separation > 350,000 protein symbolsseparation > 350,000 protein symbols

KmaxKmax > |Index2 > |Index2 –– Index1|Index1|

repeat 1                                   repeat 2

Kmax

Start Index 2 Start Index 1

Protein Sequence

Kmax



Compressing Protein SequencesCompressing Protein Sequences

A dictionaryA dictionary--based compression:based compression:

1) remove the repeated substring from the input 1) remove the repeated substring from the input 

sequence, and move it to an external dictionary. sequence, and move it to an external dictionary. 

�� D + RD + R

2) In the dictionary, record the positions in the 2) In the dictionary, record the positions in the 

sequence where each repetition occurred, along sequence where each repetition occurred, along 

with the repetition type.with the repetition type.

3) Pass D and R to the core algorithm again until 3) Pass D and R to the core algorithm again until 

no compression could be achievedno compression could be achieved



Flowchart of proposed compression algorithm



Feed dictionary entries D Feed dictionary entries D 

& remaining sequence R & remaining sequence R 

for further decomposition  for further decomposition  

and Parsingand Parsing

Stops when the Stops when the 

compression gain G(S) compression gain G(S) 

is negative or less than a is negative or less than a 

threshold.threshold.

Each leaf in the tree is Each leaf in the tree is 

part of the final outputpart of the final output



Example of Parsing and EncodingExample of Parsing and Encoding

Sample sequence S:Sample sequence S:

Remaining parsed sequence:Remaining parsed sequence:



Example Example ---- DictionaryDictionary

Notation:Notation:

r = a repetition pattern; r = a repetition pattern; l(rl(r) = |r| = length of r;) = |r| = length of r;

ηη(r) = total number of occurrences of r(r) = total number of occurrences of r

t(rt(r) = repetition type for current occurrence of r. (1:direct repea) = repetition type for current occurrence of r. (1:direct repeat; t; 

2:reverse repeat; 3:complementary palindrome )2:reverse repeat; 3:complementary palindrome )



ResultsResults

20 symbols 20 symbols �� log2(20)=4.32 bps log2(20)=4.32 bps 



ConclusionConclusion

Identify the correlated protein sequences Identify the correlated protein sequences 

based on the sorted common prefixbased on the sorted common prefix

Using a dictionaryUsing a dictionary--based parsing and based parsing and 

encoding scheme to provide compressionencoding scheme to provide compression

Can provide consistent compression, at Can provide consistent compression, at 

times down to less than 2.3 bpstimes down to less than 2.3 bps


